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RED

Drivers should always stop at red lights.

What color is the inside

of a watermelon?
How many  

of these red things 
are foods?



A ladybug h
as

black spots o
n i

ts
 b

ac
k.

A lighthouse’s light can help

boats find the shore.

"Da
nge

r! Don’t swim any further!"

Red means stop!

How many 
red dots are on 
the polka-dotted 

umbrella?

Not everything  
here is red. What 

other colors do you 
see?

of a watermelon?



ORANGE

In fall, there are 

a lot of orange 
leav

es.

Which sport could  
you play with this  

orange ball?



How many traffic 
cones can you find 

in the picture?

Which fruit  
is named after 

its color?

Some people have 
beautiful orange hair.

a lot of orange 
leav

es.



YELLOW Lemons are very sour.

Some leaves t
urn

yellow in the fall.
What is your favorite 

yellow fruit?

Can you find 
something in this 
picture that isn’t 

yellow?



A yellow traffic light warns 

cars to slow down and be 

cautious.

How many 
yellow flowers 
can you find in 

this picture?

Yellow is a happy color.



GREEN

Not everything 
here is green.  

What other colors 
do you see?

A green light tells 

drivers that 

they can go.

A chameleon c
an

easily change its 
colo

r.

 a Christmas color!

Green is



Find a cozy  
green chair.

How many  
animals do you  

see?

Find a lucky four-le

af 

clover and make a wish.

Green is



BLUE

Jellyfish live in the sea.

Count up all 
the yummy 

berries!

Not everything here  
is blue. What other colors 

do you see?



A clear sky is a blue skywithout any clouds.

Find the necklace. 
Count its beads!



PURPLE

Not everything  
here is purple or pink.  

What other colors 
do you see?

Are more of these 
butterflies purple  

or pink?



Fin
d t

he sweet treats in this pictu
re.

PINK

How many cake 
candles can you 

count?



WHITE

When the sun reflec
ts 

on 
sno

w,

it can look blue, p
urp

le, 
or 

pin
k!

Is everything here  
black and white?



Find all the insects  
on this page.

BLACK 

Which of these things  
make music?

Can you find  
two chess pieces  

for the chessboard?



There are so many colors in the world!

Name all the colors 
of the rainbow.

red orange
yel

low

gre
en

blue

ind
igo

vio
let





     red fire truck girl in a blue dress brown bench beige sandbox

SEEK AND FIND:

Ready  to play  I SPY COLORS?
I spy the color...



       yellow flowers black cat blue window gray trash can



What are 
these children 

doing?

  red tulip blue flowerpot purple watering can orange flower

SEEK AND FIND:



What are  
your favorite colors?

green flowerpot   gray rabbit yellow flower blue hose



Are you ready to explore?
In The Big Book of Colors

you’ll find faces, places, and things that bring colors to life.

This beautifully illustrated book is designed to delight 
and dazzle while teaching the secrets of the color wheel.

Things to Learn:
• Primary, secondary, and neutral colors

• Mixing primary colors
• Recognizing a color’s many shades

• The seven hues of the rainbow
• Playful color games

The Best Adventures
Are Colorful!
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